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ABSTRACT

Sixteenth century readers were avid consumers of instructional manuals. These manuals have been
largely ignored by modern scholarship. I examine two such manuals in detail, George Silver's
Paradoxes of Defence and Vincentio Saviolo's Practice. Both were written by fencing masters
living in London in the late sixteenth century and both outline the advantages of a particular style of
fencing. Silver and Saviolo engage the same humanist concepts of eloquence and virtue. However,
the rhetorical techniques they use emphasize different aspects of eloquence; Silver, following
guidelines laid out in manuals by Cicero and Quintilian, uses enargeia or evidentia—bringing
images before the eyes of his readers in order to persuade them—while Saviolo strives to achieve
sprezzatura—effortless grace—in his writing and to persuade his readers by adhering to the dictates
of courtly manners as expressed in Castiglione's Courtier.
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1
INTRODUCTION

Early modern readers were avid consumers of instructional manuals. Bennett outlines the
variety of books printed between 1475 and 1557; more than half were religious. The rest were divided
evenly between law, school textbooks, medicine, information and manuals, arithmetic, astronomy, and
popular science, geography, history, news, and literature (Bennett 65-151). Manuals, then, formed as
large a part of sixteenth-century reading as works of pleasure. Manuals were published on everything
from farming to manners, travelling to duelling. Many of these manuals have been largely ignored by
scholars. Among the most neglected are manuals of the sword.
Though historians and even scholars of literature have occasionally borrowed a line or two from
a fencing manual to make sense of an historical event or to explain stage instructions in Shakespeare,
few have ever considered the rhetorical complexity of these manuals. In this paper, I will examine two
such manuals, George Silver's Paradoxes of Defence (1599) and Vincentio Saviolo His Practice (1595).
I will examine, in detail, the rhetorical techniques used by both authors noticing that, while the manuals
share many stylistic similarities, the authors use different rhetorical techniques to accomplish similar
ends.
Silver and Saviolo wrote their manuals in a highly competitive context. They supported
opposing styles of fencing which were popular with distinct classes of English society. Despite the
tension of their context, the manuals share many similarities. Both were written by fencing masters
living in London in the late sixteenth century, both books are dedicated to the Earl of Essex, both
outline the advantages of a particular style of fencing, and both address the men of London. Since

Silver and Saviolo compete for the same audience in the same context, they engage the same humanist
concepts of eloquence and virtue. However, the rhetorical techniques they use emphasize different
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aspects of eloquence; following guidelines laid out in manuals by Cicero and Quintilian, Silver uses
enargeia or evidentia—bringing images before the eyes of his readers in order to persuade them—
while Saviolo strives to achieve sprezzatura—effortless grace—in his writing and to persuade his
readers by adhering to the dictates of courtly manners as laid out in Castiglione's Courtier.
I will examine particular rhetorical devices from Silver and Saviolo's manuals very closely in
the following chapters to reveal the complex relationship between style and context. I will observe that
Silver and Saviolo tailor their style to the expectations, class distinctions, and epistemology of their
readers. Finally, I will observe that Silver and Saviolo espouse different understandings of masculinity
in their manuals; Silver focusing primarily on demonstrated virtue and Saviolo on performative virtue.
This examination will uncover the reasoning behind unusual metaphors like "Fencing ... resemble[s] a
Chameleon" and peculiar turns of phrase such as "Italienated fights." I will also question why the
authors chose to dedicate their books to Essex, why Silver is so abusive and argumentative, and why
Saviolo is so mild-mannered. Why, I will ask, does Silver write about Pygmies and Saviolo about
manners in books which are purported to be about the art of fencing? The answers to these questions
will reveal that these manuals are meticulously-created performances carefully designed to persuade
readers to accept the author's preferred style of fencing.
I will begin my investigation by outlining the historical context in which the manuals were
written. The context includes an introduction to our authors and their manuals and a short history of the
origins and politics of fencing in London. In the second chapter, I will explore the texts themselves.
Focusing on the dedications, I will examine how Silver and Saviolo react differently to the cultural

institution of patronage and the literary conventions of dedication. As a social and literary convention,
patronage will be discussed in detail, with particular attention paid to the importance of the Earl of
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Essex's patronage in both manuals. In the third chapter, I will examine each author's address to their
readers noticing differences in structure and style. I will contextualize the choices each author makes
by referring to manuals by Cicero, Quintilian, Castiglione, and Puttenham which were in circulation in
this period and would likely have influenced Silver and Saviolo's writing. The fourth chapter will
examine Silver and Saviolo's interpretations and use of the concepts of masculinity and honour. I will
conclude with a discussion of ornament and eloquence in both texts, noticing that while Silver and
Saviolo both observe the humanist ideal of eloquence in their writing, eloquence takes a different,
sometimes contrary, form in each text.

4
CHAPTER 1 - CONTEXT

When and why the first fencing schools were founded in England is uncertain. Egerton Castle
argues that such schools were established by fighting entertainers to answer public demand for
education in the defensive arts (15). Anglin, one of the few modern scholars who has done any
extensive research on the schools of defence in London, suggests that "the schools of defense were
founded expressly to meet the needs of the lower orders of society who found defensive skills useful in
a hostile and violent environment and who found such training a substitute for that provided the upper
orders in the art of chivalry" (395). Whatever their origins, entries in civic records and royal edicts
directing the temporary closure of schools for rowdiness assure us that, by the beginning of the
thirteenth century, individually-owned and operated fencing schools existed in England (Anglin 395).
These schools were private, and were founded, owned, operated, and attended by the yeoman class.
Since there was no regulating body to which these schools were responsible, masters and their students
sometimes became rowdy and violent: Anglin cites the case of Roger le Skirmisour who was indicted
in 1311 for "keeping a fence school for divers men and, for enticing thither the sons of respectable
persons so as to waste and spend the property of their fathers and mothers upon bad practices" (395). In
other countries, particularly Germany, schools and masters organized themselves into guilds and
fighting styles were set down in treatises as early as the fourteenth century.1 However, in England,
fencing schools remained fragmented, individualized, and unstable until the sixteenth century.
Surviving documents prove that the fencing schools of London were formed into a corporation
with the approval and consent of Henry VIII sometime in the early sixteenth century. After this time,
we can assume that schools of defense in England were licenced and subject to the authority of the

1 Fiore dei Liberi, an Italian master, published his Flos Duellatorum in 1410 and Hans Talhoffer, a German swordsmaster,
published at least three manuals between 1442 and 1467.
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"Masters of the Noble Science of Defence." Though Anglin admits that "no formal constitution for the
corporation has survived" (397), he catalogues a list of documents, including royal edicts, the issuing of
a crest, and the fragmented records of the corporation itself, which serve as evidence for the
corporation's existence and authority since sometime before 1540.2 The corporation established rules,
fees, and levels of skill which individuals were to attain through years of training and a series of tests.
Fighters passed through the levels of scholar, free scholar, and provost under an established master
before becoming masters themselves—free, though not obligated, to establish their own schools.
The formation of the "Masters of the Noble Science of Defence" stabilized and unified the
fencing masters of London. But the corporation did not have complete control over all the schools of
defense. In late sixteenth-century London, some schools operated with the unofficial approval of the
court. Many of these unlicensed schools were operated by foreign masters. The corporation was unable
to assert its authority over these masters because the court was fascinated by their stylish fencing
techniques. The existence of these unlicensed schools meant that masters seeking to establish authority
for themselves as teachers of defence could appeal either to the authority of the corporation or to the
authority of fashion. Both choices were problematic; fashion, George Silver reminds us, was
unstable—"every day a change, resembling the chameleon" (sig. A31)—but corporation schools held no
interest for the elite. Though the ratio of elite to the general population of England was relatively
small,3 Whigham suggests that the elite had "a disproportionate influence on the culture, not least the
exemplary functions of its enticing privileges" (10). This "disproportionate influence" meant that,
despite its instability, the authority of fashion, which favoured foreign schools, had a much more
powerful effect than the established authority of the corporation of English fencing masters.
2 See Anglin for a more detailed history of the schools of defence in England.
3 Whigham quotes a general population estimate of approximately 4.109 million in England in 1601 compared to an
estimate of between 12,000 and 15,000 broad aristocracy and approximately 2,500 actively political elite (10).
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The attitude of the elite members of society toward fencing and the schools of defence changed
continually between the time of their emergence and the sixteenth century. Originally, the schools
catered to the lower orders. However, at the beginning of the sixteenth century, the attention of the elite
was drawn to English schools of defence. Anglin argues that "the demise of chivalry, the inclusion of
defensive arts as an essential part of the curriculum in the education of gentlemen, and the
respectability instructors of the defensive arts collectively gained by imposing regulatory controls that
curbed the unfair play and indecent behaviour so contributive to violence" (396) combined to make
schools of defence attractive to the higher orders of English society. By the end of the sixteenth
century, the popularity of English fencing schools was already waning. Foreign fencing schools and
what Anglin calls "faddish continental fashion in arms," namely the rapier, appealed more to the elite
than traditional, English styles and schools of defence. Rapier fighting was flashy and engaging and the
sword itself complemented the wardrobe of the late sixteenth-century gentleman much more effectively
than the traditional English short sword.
Perhaps 'novelty' had as much to do with the popularity of foreign styles of fencing as fashion.
Howell describes a change in this period as "a shift from the preponderant emphasis upon traditional
wisdom to the preponderant emphasis upon new discoveries" (24). Daston and Park describe this
development more clearly as a rapidly-growing interest in novelty which coincided with, and fuelled,
explorations of the new world. "This age can be called with justice," they write, "an 'age of wonder'.
Wonder and wonders commanded attention—as objects of philosophical analysis, as the focus of a
self-conscious sensibility, and as a nexus of cultural symbols—not only in the natural philosophy and

medicine of the age, but in its literature and art" (172). This growing interest in the novel extended to
newly developed theories of fencing as well. Camillo Agrippa, in particular, used mathematical
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diagrams and equations to justify and explain his methods, thereby including his style of fencing in the
corpus of scientific discoveries made in the period.4 This alliance with scientific endeavour made the
newly-formed, foreign fencing schools far more attractive to the elite than the traditionally-minded
English schools. The rapier was a fairly new weapon. It represented the newest styles of fighting
which were developed expressly to meet the needs of sixteenth-century fighters. Rapier fighting styles
were specially crafted to serve a culture in which a duel was one of the expected ways to deal with a
slight to one's honour. A duel between two men with rapiers was engaging to watch, quick to end
(especially if they fought only until first blood), and much less dangerous than a fight with traditional
short sword. A traditional short sword, which is usually wielded in large, swinging arcs, can sever
limbs. Used in the style of the sixteenth century, a rapier is typically a thrusting weapon which
(although it can, and did, cause death) is much less likely to deliver a death blow than a short sword.
The rapier was a gentleman's weapon, beautiful in itself and in the style in which it was used.
Fencing in the sixteenth century, then, was a discipline fraught with tension. Foreign and British
fencing masters were continually at odds with one another. Honour, money, power, and the favour of
the elite were continually contested. George Silver and Vincentio Saviolo represent two sides of this
struggle. In true sixteenth-century style, they arranged several duels (Silver scornfully recounts,
however, that Saviolo and his friend Jeronimo failed to appear at the established times). Silver's
accounts of Saviolo are, of course, tinged with resentment, but they reveal very clearly the tension
which existed between fencers in London. Saviolo was a threat to Silver's reputation; Silver, in turn,
4 Agrippa's penchant for mathematical explanations is particularly evident in the illustrations which accompany his
Trattato di Scientia d'Arme con un Dialogo di Filosofia (1553).
5 "Rapier" refers to a light, thrusting weapon used by civilians for self-defence and duelling. This type of sword originated
in the early sixteenth century as a Spanish dress sword and a cut and thrust weapon. By the late sixteenth century, this
sword had developed into a longer, primarily thrusting, weapon specifically suited to the mathematically-based fighting
styles developed by Camillo Agrippa and Ridolfo Capo Ferro. For details see Agrippa's Trattato (1553) and Capo
Ferro's Gran Simulacro Dell'Arte e Dell'Uso della Scherma (1610).
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was a threat to Saviolo's carefully-won acceptance at court. Their manuals, which draw from courtesy
and rhetoric literature of the period, are built on a foundation of honour and courtliness.

"Your Honour's in all dutifulness, Vincentio Saviolo"
Vincentio Saviolo was one of those foreign fencing masters who caused the "Masters of the
Noble Science of Defence" such difficulty. He was an Italian fencing master who lived and taught in
London. The date of his birth is unknown but he tells his readers that he was born in Padua. He records
in his Practice that he witnessed duels in several different countries before coming to England.
Although some information can be gleaned about Saviolo from his own writing, most of what we know
of his life is found in Silver's Paradoxes, which was, in part, a condemnation of Saviolo's teachings.
From Silver, we learn that Saviolo came to England and took over Rocco Bonetti's fencing school with
another fencing master named Jeronimo in 1588 or 1589.6 According to Silver, the two of them taught
fencing at the court and in the country for seven or eight years (66). The Stationers' Company recorded
Saviolo's death on January 30, 1599, and Silver mentions his death in the Paradoxes which was
published that same year.
Saviolo's Practice (1595) is a practical guide for learning how to fight with a rapier and dagger
paired with a discussion of when and why it is appropriate to use such skills. This book was the first
practical guide to swordplay to be published in English. Its publication was quickly followed by
numerous other treatises by various masters, many of them translated from Spanish and Italian for an
English readership.7 The first section of the book, which covers the practical aspects of rapier and

6 Rocco Bonetti was one of the most popular fencing masters with the Court. He had a school in Blackfriars and is often
credited with influencing the duel scenes in Shakespeare's plays. For more on Bonetti's life and influence, see Anglin.
7
Some of the treatises which were released for English readers include manuals by DiGrassi (1570), Capo Ferro
(1610), Hale (1614), Swetnham (1617), and Hope (1687).
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dagger fighting, takes the form of a dialogue between a student named Luke and his master Vincentio. I
will discuss the implications of Saviolo's decision to use the genre of dialogue in the third chapter.
The second part of the book is entitled Of Honour and Honourable Quarrels and focuses on
acceptable and unacceptable reasons and situations in which to use the skills learned in the previous
book. The impetus for this section is the large number of men who were regularly killed or injured in
duels over small quarrels and harmless insults in this period in both England and on the continent.

"George Silver, Gentleman"
George Silver was a strong advocate of the traditional British schools of defence. Although he
was clearly educated in the art of fencing and very opinionated about styles of fighting, he is not listed
among the members of the "Masters of the Noble Art of Defence" nor are there any records of him
having a school anywhere in London. Very little is known about George Silver outside of what he tells
us in The Paradoxes of Defence and in a second, unpublished work called Brief Instructions on the
Paradoxes of Defence* Wright records that his father was Richard Silver, of Ropley, Hampshire and
his mother was the daughter of the Eighth Baron West of Hampshire. The Public Records Office
records his marriage to Mary Heydon at St. Clement Danes church in London on March 24, 1580. He is
supposed to have lived in London from 1580 until his death sometime after the publication of
Paradoxes in 1599. Silver's wife married again, and his Brief Instructions, which appears to have been
written shortly after Paradoxes and intended as a companion work, was never published. These facts
both suggest that Silver died young. His brother Tobias—whom Silver writes about in Paradoxes—

died in Ireland in 1599. Wright suggests that Silver and his brother both enlisted in Essex's Irish

8 Brief Instructions was discovered in manuscript in the British Museum and published together with Paradoxes of
Defence by C.G.R Matthey in 1898 under the title The Works of George Silver.
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campaign in 1599 and that neither of them returned ("Silver").
Silver's Paradoxes of Defence is an argument against Italian fencing masters and rapier fighting
in general. His main points include the assertion that rapiers are too long to be useful in any real
fighting situation, that Italian fencing styles are flashy rather than effective, and that Italian fencing
masters promote offence rather than defence in their teachings, resulting in unmerited deaths. Silver
proposes a return to traditional British weapons such as the short sword or backsword which are much
more effective in war and less susceptible to the vagaries of fashion.
Prevailing class distinctions in sixteenth-century London also contributed to the tension
between Silver and Saviolo. William Harrison wrote in 1575,
We in England divide our people into four sorts, as gentlemen, citizens or burgess, yeomen, and
artificers or labourers. Of gentlemen the first and chief (next the king) be the prince, duke,
marquees, earls, viscounts and barons: and these are called gentlemen of the greater sort or (as
our common usage is) lords and noblemen: and next unto them be knights, esquires, and last of
all they that are simply called gentlemen. (105-6)
Wrightson defines Harrison's categories more clearly; gentlemen are those who are "noble and known,"
citizens are those who are defined by their occupations (eg. lawyers, doctors, shopkeepers, etc.),
yeoman are either freeholders of land or farmers to gentlemen, the rest include "day labourers,
husbandmen, artificers, servants, common soldiers" and all those who have "neither voice nor authority
in the commonwealth" (19).
Distinctions between classes were often very clearly defined. However, Wrightson observes that
social mobility was part of the reality of sixteenth-century class distinctions. He writes, "gentle status
itself could be achieved as well as inherited; by obtaining a university degree, by appointment to

government or military office or by any man who 'can live without manual labour and thereunto is able
and will bear the part, charge, and countenance of a gentleman'" (20). This mobility was a reality
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between all classes of society, though far less likely for those of the lowest class. A yeoman could,
through a combination of money and lifestyle, set himself up as a citizen; a citizen could, by obtaining
money or appointment to a government office, become a gentleman.
Class distinctions and the reality of social mobility had a strong effect on the fencing
marketplace. Saviolo relied on the favour of the court and the elite to make his living and needed to
cater to their expectations and their interests in order to maintain his popularity. Silver offers a detailed
description of Saviolo's school. He writes,
He disbursed a great sum of money for the lease of a fair house in Warwick Lane, which he
called his College, for he thought it great disgrace for him to keep fence-school, he being then
thought to be the only famous master of the art of arms in the whole world. He caused to be
fairly drawn and set round about his school all the noblemen's and gentlemen's arms that were
his scholars, and hanging right under their arms their rapiers, daggers, gloves of mail, and
gauntlets. ... He taught none commonly under twenty, forty, fifty, or an hundred pounds. And
because all things should be very necessary for the noblemen and gentlemen, he had in his
school a large square table with a green carpet, done round with a very broad rich fringe of
gold, always standing upon it a very fair stand covered with crimson velvet, with ink, pens, pindust, and sealing wax and quiers of very excellent fine paper gilded and ready for the noblemen
and gentlemen (upon occasion) to write their letters, being then desirous to follow their fight, to
send their men to dispatch their business. (64-5)
From Silver's description, it appears that Saviolo was careful to cater to the needs of the higher orders.
His students were the gentlemen and courtiers of London.
Silver, on the other hand, was was an established member of the gentry. His livelihood did not
rely on the favour of the elite. His mother was the daughter of Thomas West, the 8th Baron De La Warr
(Wilson). Silver's family associations meant that Silver was a gentleman by birth. Furthermore, though
no record exists of him holding a particular military office, his evident experience in military matters
suggests that he, like his brother, also spent some time in the army. As a gentleman, he would have
begun his military career as an officer rather than as a common soldier. Any military accomplishment
would have added further to his already established status. Silver's status as a gentleman is undisputed;
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the title page of his book names him George Silver, gentleman. We can be certain that Silver's
livelihood did not rest on the success of his manual.
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CHAPTER 2 - PATRONAGE

The Latin word "ornatus" means both ornament and military equipment (Lewis and Short). The
double meaning of this word seems incongruous to us; what possible relationship can there be between
the decorative and instruments of war? But, in the sixteenth century, ornament and efficacy were
closely tied to one another. This relationship is manifest on a physical level in the rapier itself, which
was not only a functional weapon but also complemented the wardrobe of the courtier who wore it. The
relationship is more meaningfully evident in the complex rules that governed courtly behaviour.
Courtiers embraced both ornament and efficacy by practicing the art of sprezzatura—effortless grace.
"The whole art," Castiglione writes, "consists in saying things in such a way that they shall not seem to
be said to that end, but let fall so naturally that it was impossible not to say them, and while seeming to
avoid self praise, yet to achieve it" (28). Disguising art behind their speech, manners, dress, etc.,
courtiers sought to improve their reputation with other courtiers, thereby improving their own
influences on the delicate balances of power and politics at court. Sprezzatura—one, of the defining
features of an ideal courtier—unified the functional and the aesthetic in the same way that a rapier is
both a weapon of defence and part of a gentleman's wardrobe.
In instructional literature of the period, the relationship between ornament and efficacy is even
more telling. Javitch argues that the court's "playful and aesthetic inclinations" resulted in a deep divide
between the functional, persuasion-driven prose of humanist scholars and the decorative, pleasureinducing poetry of the courtier (15). Those who wrote to persuade in this context found themselves
precariously balanced between two extremes. On the one hand was the rhetoric taught in grammar
schools. The intention of this rhetorical education was "to make men capable of communicating
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political and ethical truths so persuasively that they would thereby reform and civilize society" (Javitch
23). On the other hand, the actuality and organisation of court life demanded entertainment and
aesthetic pleasure. Writers were forced to draw from both to accomplish their goals. As Ottaviano
points out in Castiglione's Book of the Courtier, to persuade a prince to virtue one must decorate the
path with
shady leafage and [strew] it with lovely flowers to relieve the tedium of the weary journey to
one whose strength is slight; and now with music, now with arms and horses, now with verses,
now with love talk ... to keep his mind continually busied with worthy pleasures and yet always
impressing upon him also, as I have said, some virtuous practice along with these allurements,
and playing upon him with salutary craft; like cunning doctors, who often anoint the edge of the
cup with a sweet cordial, when they wish to give some bitter-tasting medicine to sick and
overdelicate children. (236-7)
Writers who address the elite must be like cunning physicians as well. The two kinds of poetical
ornament George Puttenham describes in his Art of English Poesie (1589)—"one to satisfy and delight
the ear only by a good outwardly show set upon the matter with words, and speeches smoothly and
tunably running: another by certain intendments or sense of such words and speeches inwardly working
a stir to the mind" (119)—demonstrate that ornament, in both an effective and decorative sense, is the
means by which courtiers and writers can accomplish the double purpose of pleasing and persuading.
Puttenham demonstrates clearly that an understanding of the double function of language is essential to
writers and to courtiers:
though the language of our poet or maker be pure and cleanly and not disgraced by any by
such vicious parts as have been before remembered in the chapter of language, be sufficiently
pleasing and commendable for the ordinary use of speech; yet is not the same so well appointed
for all purposes of the excellent poet as when it is gallantly arrayed in all his colours which
figure can set upon it. (132)
Writers like Silver and Saviolo who write with the undeniable intention to persuade their readers must
rely on Puttenham's advice and balance their texts carefully between the extremes of didacticism and
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pure entertainment. They must practice the art of sprezzatura in their writing, persuading apparently
effortlessly, strewing their texts with "lovely flowers" to make them palatable and persuasive to their
readers. In this way, the art ofpoesis and the art of sprezzatura are variations of the same system of
discourse and conduct. Writers balance ornament and efficacy by using colourful metaphors and vivid
description to present an argument; courtiers accomplish the same balance when they present
themselves to the court through a combination of dress, flattery, and mannerisms.
Courtesy, which is the subject of many manuals in the sixteenth century, could be used to
ornament speech (or writing) for the double purpose of decoration and effectiveness. "Courtesy,"
Whigham reminds us, was "a repertoire of strategies ... precisely a tool for 'making places' in the social
order" (4-5). In the hands of Silver and Saviolo, courtesy, and the conventional forms it takes, serves as
a way to establish status and authority as teachers of the sword. Such places were carved out through
"self presentation," most notably in the complex system of patronage which was essential to the
function of the Elizabethan court.
Literary patronage was a system whereby aspiring authors sought out the support of established
courtiers as a way to help distinguish themselves from other writers. "The key to success," Brennan
tells us, "frequently lay in securing the personal support of an individual who was willing to act as a
sponsor, employer, defender, literary critic, or even as a friend, thus enabling the writer to rise above
the shoals of other aspiring courtiers who could also deftly wield a pen" (1). The patronage system was
not wholly focused on the aspiring men who were supported by it. The patrons who provided support
and protection were repaid for their money and effort by the improved reputation certain social ties
could establish. The system was not limited to literature. Whigham argues that "Courtiers of all ranks
were by turns ... suitors to their superiors and patrons to their inferiors." Patronage, he argues, was "a
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web of local bonds among courtiers of all subranks" (12). Silver and Saviolo both acknowledge and
engage the "web" of patronage when they dedicate their manuals to the Earl of Essex.
Saviolo's address is standard. He writes:
To the Right Honourable my singular good lord, Robert Earl of Essex and Ewe, Viscount
Hereford, Lord Ferrers of Chartley, Bourgier and Louain, Master of the Queen's Majesty's
horse, Knight of the most noble order of the Garter, and one of her Highness's most
honourable Privy Council.
Having of late, (right Honourable) completed this simple Discourse, of managing weapons, and
dealing in honourable quarrels (which I esteem an Introduction to Martial affairs) I have thought
good to dedicate the same unto your Honour, as unto him whose bounty most bindeth me:
whose valour inforceth all soldiers to acknowledge you the English Achilles: whose favouring
of good literature celebrateth your name for the students Mecenas: whose benign protection and
provision for strangers, maketh you reported of as their safe sanctuary. (4-5)9
This passage is only the beginning of a dedicatory letter which spans several pages, yet even in these
few lines Saviolo has accomplished several things. First, he has flattered Essex by praising his valour
and his generosity. At the same time, in the double nature of sprezzatura, he has, seemingly
inadvertently, pointed out to his readers that he is associated with Essex. This association establishes
authority for Saviolo who, as a foreigner and newcomer to England, would otherwise have little
authority. The double purpose of this dedication mirrors the mutually beneficial patron / servant
relationship. This letter tells readers that Saviolo has the attention, favour, and protection of Essex; it
also points out Essex's generosity. Essex's favour lends validity to Saviolo's writing and teaching, but it
also builds up Essex's reputation, making his position at court stronger by emphasizing his good
qualities to the queen and other courtiers. Edmund Spenser reflects on this relationship in a dedication
of his own to the Earl of Northumberland where he writes:
The sacred Muses have made always claim
To be the nurses of nobility,
9 Spelling and italics have been modernized in all passages from Silver and Saviolo.
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And registers of everlasting fame,
To all that arms profess and chivalry.
Then by like right the noble progeny,
Which them succeed in fame and worth, are tied
T'embrace the service of sweet Poetry
By whose endeavours they are glorified,
And eke from all, of whom it is envied,
To patronise the author of their praise,
Which gives them life, what else would soon have died,
And crowns their ashes with eternal bays. (qtd. Brennan 9)
The relationship between writers and their patrons, Spenser suggests, was one that benefited both
parties. The author feeds their patron's reputation and, in return, the patron supports and protects the
author.
Saviolo's flattery of Essex in his dedicatory epistle is carefully worded to ensure that both of
these purposes are accomplished. He alternates compliment—"whose valour inforceth all soldiers to
acknowledge you the English Achilles"—with disguised praise for his own work—"whose favouring
of good literature celebrateth your name for the students Mecenas." The choice of Achilles is pointed.
Achilles was famous for his uncontested skill as a warrior. He was also continually helped by the gods.
Lattimore writes that "[Achilles'] supremacy is powered by gods who favour, strengthen, and protect
him.... When he shouts Athene shouts with him.... Thetis carries his case to Zeus.... Hephaistos makes
him immortal armour" (47). By associating Essex with Achilles, Saviolo overtly praises his value as a
soldier while, more subtly, suggesting his favour with, and proximity to, higher powers, namely
Elizabeth. Recalling Essex's relationship with the queen sets him squarely alongside Saviolo in the
"web" of patronage. In many ways, Saviolo suggests, they are equals, both striving for favour from
those above them.
Saviolo's mention of Maecenus is equally complex. Maecenus was a Roman politician whose
name "became proverbial as the greatest patron of poets" ("Maecenus" Roberts). He was the patron of
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Horace and Virgil amongst many others. Equating Essex with Maecenus allows Saviolo to set the
patron / servant relationship between himself and Essex in a long tradition. Comparing Essex to
Maecenus flatters Essex but it also provides him with a standard of behaviour, praising him not as he is
but as he should be.
Silver, like Saviolo, begins his dedication with Essex's full title followed by carefully
constructed flattery. He writes:
To the Right Honourable, my singular good Lord, Robert Earl of Essex and Ewe, Earl Mashall
of England, Viscount Hereford, Lord Ferrers of Chartley, Bourchier and Louiane, Master of the
Queen's Majesty's Horse, and of the Ordenance, Chancellor of the University of Cambridge,
Knight of the Most Noble Order of the Garter, and one of her Highness's most honourable Privy
Council.10
Fencing (Right honourable) in this new fangled age, is like our fashions, every day a change,
resembling the Chameleon, who altereth himself into all colours save white: so Fencing
changeth into all wards save the right. That it is so, experience teacheth us: why it is so, I doubt
not but your wisdom doth conceive. There is nothing permanent that is not true, what can be
true that is uncertain? How can that be certain, that stands upon uncertain grounds? (sig. Aiiir)
On the page facing this dedication is a large rendering of Essex's coat of arms (see figure 1) which is
topped with a crown and surrounded by a garter bearing the statement "honi soyt quy mal y pense."11
The function of this rendering is to present a visual statement of Essex's reputation. The crownj
announces Essex's status as an Earl ("coronet" Fairbairn 143) and the garter and motto announce that
he is a Knight of the Order of the Garter, the highest order of English knights. Thus, this rendering is a
visual reminder of Essex's hereditary title and status. Such images were a common, but not necessary,
accessory to the letter of dedication in sixteenth century books. Saviolo's text has no such rendering.
The page facing Saviolo's dedication is blank. What Saviolo accomplishes with his carefully worded

flattery of Essex, Silver accomplishes, without words, by including Essex's arms. He acknowledges and
10 The additional titles in Silver's address were ones which were awarded to Essex between 1595, when Saviolo published
his book, and 1599 when Silver published his.
11 The motto is in Old French and means "Shame upon him who thinks evil of it."
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affirms the patron / servant relationship between him and Essex by including Essex's arms and

launching, without preamble, into his argument. Essex's arms—which combine the crests of his many
noble ancestors12—and his long list of titles are sufficient, in Silver's argument, to illustrate Essex's
status and Silver's intimacy with Essex. Silver's abrupt beginning lacks the delicacy Saviolo
demonstrated in his dedication and yet it still conveys the impression that he on close terms with
Essex—close enough terms, perhaps, that flattery is not necessary.

Figure 1 -Essex's Coat of Arms
Though Silver does not use ornamental speech in the same way Saviolo does, ornament is still
essential to his text. Where Saviolo uses double-edged flattery to both please and improve his
reputation, Silver uses visual ornament—a rendering of Essex's arms—to accomplish the same double
task. The arms are visually decorative; they are also a visual description of Essex's status. In so doing,
Silver points to Essex's reputation and improves, by association, his own.
The rest of Silver's dedication is devoted almost entirely to rhetorical argument. He begins with

12 See Fairbairn for details on the individuals associated with each crest.
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a colourful metaphor—fencing is a "Chameleon, who altereth himself into all colours save white." This
metaphor is an example of one of the "figures rhetorical" which Puttenham advocates. "This figure,"
Puttenham writes of metaphor, "serves for amplification, and also for ornament, and to enforce
persuasion mightily" (207). Silver's chameleon metaphor does all of these things; it brings a colourful,
decorative image into the mind, it emphasizes his point about the changeability of fencing styles, and,
thereby, his assertion that Italian fencing styles are not reliable becomes more acceptable to his readers.
This metaphor would have appealed to the "playful and aesthetic inclinations" (Javitch 15) of the court
but the blatantly argumentative lines which follow it would have been much less welcome in a court
which prized beauty and graceful wit over clearly-argued points. Javitch argues that didactic oratory
was incompatible with court values in this period because
it is an art devised for a political order where freer conditions not only condone but demand
direct, clear, and openly aggressive communication. Such discourse, determined by the need to
win the consent of the masses, cannot suit and is therefore ineffective in a system where
political power, vested in a hereditary ruler, no longer depends on, in fact disregards, the
disposition of the commoners. (46)
Silver's obviously rhetorical argument, then,—"There is nothing permanent that is not true; what can be
true that is uncertain? How can that be certain, that stands upon uncertain grounds?"—would have been
much less effective with a courtly readership than Saviolo's subtle manners. Silver crafts an elaborate
argument carefully framed with metaphors:
The mind of man a greedy hunter after truth, finding the seeming truth but changing, not always
one, but always diverse, forsakes the supposed, to find out the assured certainty: and searching
ever where save where it should, meets with all save what it would... as in all other things
(Right honourable) so in Fencing, (sig. Aiiiv)
According to rhetoric manuals of the period, his argument should be effective. But he lacks the
subtlety, the grace that Saviolo demonstrates and the court demands. As Javitch reminds us, at court
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"beauty will captivate ... more effectively than unmitigated moral counsel" (44).
"My Singular Good Lord, Robert Earl of Essex"
Both Silver and Saviolo choose to dedicate their manuals to the Earl of Essex; the choice is not
an artbitrary one. Brennan reminds us that "the ambitious writer was expected to keep a sharp eye out
for prospective patrons, calculating from whom he might gain the most advantage" (2). Essex was a
powerful force in the court at the time both these books were written and the reputation he built for
himself was particularly relevant to the causes of both authors.
Hammer records that Robert Devereux was the second Earl of Essex. He inherited the position
from his father Walter Devereux in 1576 at the age of 11. He made an uneventful entrance at court in
September 1585 but his association with Lord Burghley, who became the queen's chief advisor, his
close relationship with his stepfather Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester, the queen's great favourite, and
his ties with Sir Phillip Sidney (his stepfather's nephew) ensured that he did not go unnoticed for long.
What is, perhaps, most important for Silver and Saviolo is the fact that Essex's first appointment was
military. Leicester appointed him colonel-general of the cavalry when he marched on the Netherlands
in January 1586. Essex also made his debut as ajouster that same year and made a point of appearing
in public displays of swordplay and jousting for the rest of his political career. Essex made a military
name for himself in the battle at Zutphen, in September 1586. He was knighted for his bravery in this
battle, the same battle in which Sidney was mortally wounded. Before he died, Sidney left Essex one of
his two best swords, symbolically passing on to Essex his role as Leicester's second in command and
the knightly champion of international Protestantism (Hammer). When he returned to England, shortly
thereafter, he caught the queen's eye immediately.
With the help of Leicester, who was a master at gaining the queen's favour, Essex began to
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build his political reputation (Hammer). By the time Silver and Saviolo dedicate their books to him, he
was at the height of his career. He was unrelentingly ambitious and passionately devoted to the idea of
England as a military power. Despite his fervour, Essex never managed to distinguish himself as a
brilliant military leader in battle; most of his military endeavours, with a few exceptions, were failures.
But he managed to retain the image Sidney and Leicester helped him build by continuing to champion
military endeavours against the Spanish. His support of continued campaigning against the Spanish
often put him at odds with the queen, who was increasingly reluctant to expend military force on a
seemingly nonexistent threat.
Essex's relationship with the queen was notoriously difficult. The queen was famously fond of
him (Essex did much to emphasize this point to the general public and the rest of the court) but Essex
tested her affection regularly. In 1589, Hammer notes that he left London quietly to join a British
counter-Armada which was sailing against Spain and Portugal which the queen had expressly
forbidden him to join. Sometime in 1590, he married Sir Philip Sidney's widow, Frances, without the
queen's knowledge or permission. The queen was enraged at both of these actions but Essex always
managed to appease her and retain his favoured position at court.
In the mid-1590s, Essex was at the height of his power. The queen was pleased with him and he
was awarded the much sought-after position of member of the privy council. His success was shortlived. By the end of the 1590s, Essex was accused of trying to prevent peace with Spain. His
relationship with the queen was less accommodating than it had been and his rivals at court criticized
his actions continually. His frustrations mounted until he famously turned his back on the queen in

1598 in front of the whole court. She struck him in the head for his rudeness and he withdrew from
court for a time. She was not quick to forgive him and his absence from court emphasized to his rivals
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that he was not so necessary as he made himself seem. Essex wrote an Apologie defending himself and
his actions in the form of a letter to Anthony Bacon. This letter was widely circulated, though Essex
denied all knowledge or involvement in its release. It was officially published in 1603. In an attempt to
salvage his reputation, Essex took up the command of the English campaign in Ireland. He left for
Ireland in 1599. This campaign is the same one in which Toby Silver died and in which we suppose
George Silver himself might have died.
The campaign in Ireland was fraught with delays and failures. Rather than bolstering his
reputation, the events in Ireland completely undermined his remaining power at court. On his return to
England, he was imprisoned for disobeying the queen's orders (yet again) and remained imprisoned for
nearly a year before he was put on trial for his actions. He was released in early 1600 but was banned
from the court. In 1601, desperate and ruined, he led a group of three hundred men in a march on
London, calling for support from the citizenry as they marched. The intention was to take control of the
court in order to denounce Essex's enemies to the queen. The people did not respond to Essex's call and
the small army was quickly arrested. Essex was tried for treason in February 1601. Elizabeth required
the churches to preach against him in order to blacken his public reputation which, despite his failures,
remained high. He was beheaded on February 25,1601, 13
Saviolo's dedication to Essex was given at the height of his political career in 1595. Silver's
came later, in 1599, when Essex's political situation was beginning to destablize. For Saviolo and
Silver, Essex served as an ideal patron mainly because of his influential position at court. He was also
one of those patrons of literature who was a writer himself (Brennan 7). But Essex was more than just a
courtier with influence; he was also a master of public image. For much of his career, Essex displayed

13 For a thorough and insightful rendering of Essex's life see Lacey's Robert, Earl of Essex: An Elizabethan Icarus (1971).
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all the good qualities of an ideal courtier. Essex delighted in the subtleties of the court. He was a master
at using "imprese, striking combinations of mottos and images which were intended to demonstrate the
contestant's wit and imagination to all who were knowledgeable enough to decipher them .... He clearly
relished the intellectual challenge of this rarefied art form and the licence it provided to make
statements which, in other circumstances, might have been regarded as outrageous" (Lacey 202-3).
Essex's mastery of imprese and the other graces of courtiership would have made him an ideal patron
for Saviolo who was clearly trying to present himself as an ideal courtier, practiced in the art of
effortless grace.14
Essex was not all subtlety, however. He also frequently indulged in martial display to
"encourage popular support for the war and for his own pre-eminent role in it" (Lacey 200). From the
time of his first appearance at court, Essex cultivated an image of himself as an ideal knight. He
presented himself as the champion of the queen and protector of the English nation. Despite his never
actually holding the title of queen's champion and the near failure of almost all his military endeavours
on behalf of international Protestantism, he managed to instill in the minds of the public an image of
himself as a knightly champion of the English people, which long outlasted his influence at court and
even outlived his trial and execution for treason. That image was largely cultivated in the tilt yard. By
appearing in tournaments in which he displayed his jousting and swordfighting abilities, Essex created
a reputation for himself not only with the court but with the common people and the soldiers he led to
war. Lacey notes that Essex's cultivation of his public image through display of his talents was an
inherent part of his dedication to the cult of honour. This arose, in part, out of changes in the
educational system of the elite. One of the fundamental changes, Whigham notes, was "the

14 Puttenham discusses imprese in detail on pages 24-5 of his Arte.
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recapitulation of the knightly ideal, stressing the physical exercises of the battlefield" (13). Essex strove
to achieve this knightly ideal throughout his career. "At the heart of this code," Lacey writes, "was the
idea that noble virtue should be both displayed and recognized publicly" (200).
Essex's presentation of himself as an ideal knight, a soldier concerned with the defence of his
honour and his country, would have appealed to Silver's practical aims. As the embodiment of perfect
honour, Essex would serve as an ideal patron for Silver whose goal was to institute the use of swords
which would be practical in war as well as in individual defence. From his treatment of camps and
practical applications of the sword in war, we can assume that Silver was a soldier himself. Essex's less
subtle displays of martial prowess and his tendency to lead by example would have made him a
compelling figure to a fellow soldier. Later in his dedication, Silver reinforces this idea when he writes,
"and because I know such strange opinions have need of stout defence I humbly crave your Honourable
protection as one in whom the true nobility of our virtuous ancestors hath taken up his residence" (sig.
Avv). Clearly, what Silver admires about Essex is his ability to provide "stout defence" and his "true
nobility."
Essex, then, was an ideal patron to both Silver and Saviolo, though for different reasons. His
skill in the niceties of court, his mastery of sprezzatura, made him a perfect choice for Saviolo who
intended to portray himself as the perfect courtier. His martial skills and his dedication to the cult of
honour made him the perfect ally for Silver who sought to institute practical reforms to the art of
swordfighting in England. Further, Essex serves as an example which is equally compelling to both the
general public and the elite although, I would argue, Silver is much more interested in the multi-layered
nature of Essex's reputation than Saviolo is. Saviolo's dedication to Essex simply fulfills the
conventions of the patron-servant relationship. He appeals to Essex for the benefit of his position at
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court, the example he sets as an ideal courtier, and the added bonus of the public emphasis he puts on
fencing as an important skill. Saviolo does not attempt to do more with his dedication than to fulfill
these conventional expectations. Silver, on the other hand, uses his dedication to Essex in a much more
complicated way. To begin with, Silver's dedication comes at a time when Essex's position at court is
no longer so stable. Nor would it be nearly as inspiring to members of the court as it would have been
in 1595 when Saviolo wrote his dedication. Was Silver's choice of Essex as a patron a mistake which
resulted from his lack of familiarity with happenings at court? Certainly Saviolo would have considered
addressing his book to a different patron if he published his book in 1599. Or did Silver intend his work
for a wider audience than Saviolo did? I would argue that Silver intended his book to be read by a wide
audience of British readers, including, certainly, the queen, the court and the elite, but also the general
public and even Silver's fellow soldiers. Elizabeth's orders for the church to preach against Essex
suggest that Essex's reputation was still strong with the public and the army in 1599. Silver frames his
argument as an appeal to the entire nation of England and his choice of patron emphasizes that he
intended his book to be read by more than just the elite.
Essex himself would have gained different things from his association with the two manuals.
Saviolo is particularly concerned with portraying himself as a ideal courtier who has mastered the art of
courtly manners while Silver focuses on established tradition and the physical demonstration of virtue
and truth. By allowing Saviolo's dedication, Essex associates himself with an example of ideal
courtiership and reminds Saviolo's readers of his own skill in courtly manners. Likewise by allowing
Silver's dedication, Essex associates himself with established English traditions which value physical
demonstration. His social tie with Silver reminds readers of his own skill both on the battlefield and in
the tournaments held at court. Silver's dedication was a particularly strategic move for Essex. Coming,
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as it did, in 1599 when he was out of favour with the queen and the court it served as an important
reminder of the qualities which brought him to favour in the first place.
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CHAPTER 3 - STRUCTURE AND STYLE

When readers opened either of these two manuals, they would first encounter the title page. In
fact, as Voss emphasizes and Saenger reiterates, readers would frequently encounter the title page
before it was a page at all. Printers would often print extra copies of the title page and post them around
the city as advertisements (Voss 102, Saenger 38). For both manuals, then, the title page performs the
important function of introducing and selling the book to a potential reader.
Saviolo's title page (figure 2) demonstrates immediately the significance of Saviolo's reputation.
The manual is not titled "A Treatise on Swordfighting," or something equally explanatory; rather, the
book is named for its author, Vincentio Saviolo his Practice, emphasizing the name "Vincentio" by
which he was known in London. The manual rests on Saviolo's reputation. He appears as a character in
the book playing the part of master in a dialogue between master and student. We are reminded that it
is him who is speaking over and over again with the "V." which precedes everything his character says
and the running title, "Vincentio Saviolo his Practice," states his name to us again and again as we turn
the pages.
While these structural decisions seem very important to the effectiveness of Saviolo's argument,
Saenger suggests that many such decisions were actually made by the printer to make the book more
appealing to readers. "The title page," Saenger argues, "does more than simply provide a rubric; it
offers an opportunity for the publisher to construct a rhetoric of promotion and anticipation by
epitomizing the genre and content of the book, promoting its most attractive features, defining its
readership, and establishing its authority" (38).15 In Saviolo's book, these purposes mesh flawlessly.
Saviolo builds his manual around his popularity with the court and his publishers structure the title

15 For more on the advertising function of prefatory material, see Voss.
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page on the same premise, selling his book to the public on the basis of his reputation.
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Style choices Saviolo did make, such as genre, also focus on his reputation, emphasizing his
skill in courtly manners. The genre Saviolo chose for his Practice is "documentary dialogue." Cox
describes the documentary dialogue as one in which real people appear, as opposed to the more
universally-used style of dialogue, which featured fictional or allegorical characters. Castiglione's Book
of the Courtier (1528), which features the Duke of Urbino as its main character, is an example of
documentary dialogue. Other varieties of dialogue were popular throughout Europe in the sixteenth
century but they usually overtly distinguished themselves from the "essentially Italian form" of the
documentary dialogue (Cox 23). For example, one English author prefaced his dialogue by writing
"Here are no particular characters attempted, nor is there any intention to provoke or expose any person
living" (qtd. Cox 23). By using documentary dialogue, Saviolo emphasizes his status as a fashionable
Italian fencing master in England. The genre also ties him to the birthplace of courtly manners. Some
of the most famous masters of courtly manners, Castiglione and Romei, were born and lived in Italy.
Furthermore, both Castiglione's Book of the Courtier (1528) and Hannibal Romei's The Courtier's
Academy (1546) were written as dialogues. Using the same genre as these masters of courtly manners
connects him even more closely to the Italian courtly traditions he strives to emulate.
Saviolo's dedication is a perfect example of his meticulous imitation of an ideal of courtly
behaviour. Saenger describes some of the commonplaces of dedicatory epistles. "When dedicatory
epistles are humble," he writes,
they praise the patron and abase the author (as unlearned) and the text (as full of errors) .... If
the patron approves of the text, the rhetoric usually goes, it is because of the patron's goodwill
and charity, not the text's value ... whenever New Year's Day is available as an excuse,
publication tends to be cast as such a gift. (55)
When we read Saviolo's dedication with these commonplaces in mind, we discover that Saviolo was so
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eager to follow the expected format for a dedication that he used them all. To fully appreciate Saviolo's
adherence to the expected format of a dedication, I quote his dedicatory epistle in full.
Having of late, (Right Honourable) compiled this simple discourse, of managing weapons and
dealing in honourable quarrels (which I esteem an introduction to martial affairs) I have thought
good to dedicate the same unto your Honour, as unto him whose bounty most bindeth me:
whose valour inforceth all soldier to acknowledge you the English Achilles: whose favouring of
good literature celebrateth your name for the students Maecenas: whose benign protection and
provision for strangers maketh you reported of as their safe sanctuary. This work I must needs
confess, is far unworthy your Lordship's view in regard either of method or substance: and
being much unperfecter than it should have been if I had had copy of English to have expressed
my meaning as I would. But I humbly beseech your good Lordship to accept this book as a new
year's gift proceeding from a mind most dutifully affected toward you, that wisheth and prayeth
that your Honour may enjoy many good and prosperous years: and is presented by him that is
and will be ready every year, day, and hour, to live and die at your Lordship's foot to do you
service, (sig. Aiiir-ivr)
I have already discussed Saviolo's flattery of Essex. Saviolo abases himself by claiming to have an
incomplete knowledge of English and his manual as being a "simple discourse" and "far unworthy." He
also suggests that Essex's inclination to provide for strangers is far more likely to be responsible for his
approval of the manual than the worth of the manual itself. And, finally, he casts the book as a New
Year's gift. Saviolo's dedication is conventional. Nothing about it is unusual, nothing catches the
imagination or draws the reader in. The dedication does, however, perform the two most important
functions of a dedicatory epistle: it associates the author with a patron, and it is "at the very least a
demonstration of the author's courtliness and familiarity with high speech and high society" (Saenger
55). Carefully following all the commonly-established rules of dedication writing, Saviolo produces an
example of his skill in courtly mannerisms, demonstrating to his readers that he is well versed in
courtly etiquette.
Saviolo cultivates this connection to courtly ideals in his address to the reader as well. He
writes:
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The means whereby men from time to time have been preferred even to the highest degrees of
greatness and dignity have ever been and are of two sorts, Arms and Letters: weapons and
books, as may most plainly be proved out of antique and modern histories. Let it not seem
strange unto any man that I have placed Arms before Letters, for in truth I have found by
observing the course of times, and by comparing the occurents of former ages with those which
have fallen out and followed (as it were by succession) in later years, that the first Princes and
patrons of people did obtain their titles and dominions by force of Armes and that afterwards
learning and virtue did (as it were by degrees) grow and succeed for the making and
establishing of good orders, customs, and laws amongst them. (sig. Bir).
In this passage Saviolo overturns a commonly understood order which is spelled out in rhetoric
manuals of the period. These manuals argue that rhetoric and eloquence, not strength of arms, found
society. Thomas Wilson writes that God
gave his appointed ministers knowledge both to see the natures of men, and also granted them
the gift of utterance, that they might with ease win folk at their will, and frame them by reason
to all good order ... these appointed of God called them together by utterance of speech and
persuaded them what was good, what was bad and what was gainful for mankind ... after a
certain space they became through nurture and good advisement, of wild, sober: of cruel, gentle:
of fools, wise: and of beasts, men. (sig. Aviir)
Saviolo's address to the reader directly contradicts this order, placing "arms before letters." By
rejecting the value of rhetoric in favour of the sword, Saviolo separates himself from humanists who
value eloquence as the highest virtue. Saviolo appears to have rejected humanist values outright in this
address, presenting himself as a man who views the world in a completely different light than his
contemporaries. However, in the rest of his manual, particularly the section which deals with
honourable quarrels, Saviolo demonstrates a very humanist approach to duelling, urging his readers to
avoid fighting wherever possible and presenting them with ways to "accord the parties challenging and
challenged, bringing them from their hostile threats to loving embraces: and of quarreling foes to
become loving friends, all causes of discontent being taken away on either side" (sig. Pi1). Saviolo
pretends to reject humanism but in his own writing and the behaviour he demands of his readers he
follows the tenets of humanism very closely.
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Saviolo's address to the reader closely resembles the kind of courtly discussions over dinner that
are featured in Castiglione. It carries the tone of a "witty good point" rather than the "complex
extended structures of developed argument" (Whigham 30). Saviolo justifies his interest in
swordfighting by rooting it in a long history of courtly conduct: "the first Princes and patrons of people
did obtain their titles and dominions by force of arms." He accomplishes this justification in the tone of
a pleasant recounting of an historical trend, once again demonstrating his mastery of sprezzatura by
catering to the pleasure of his readers and proving his point, as it were, inadvertently. Saviolo's style in
this passage follows precisely the advice Puttenham gives writers. Puttenham writes,
there [is] yet requisite to the perfection of this art, another manner of exoneration, which resteth
in the fashioning of our maker's language and style, to such purpose as it may delight and allure
as well the mind as the ear of the hearers with a certain novelty and strange manner of
conveyance, disguising it no little from the ordinary and accustomed: nevertheless making it
nothing more unseemly or misbecoming, but rather decenter and more agreeable to any civil ear
and understanding. (114)
By pretending to contradict one of the tenets of humanism, Saviolo "disguises his writing from the
ordinary and accustomed" in order to "delight and allure the minds" of his readers. However, he keeps
his writing from becoming "unseemly" or "misbecoming" by retaining humanist values. When
Puttenham's advice is considered alongside the example of Castiglione's and Romei's ideal courtier
(and Puttenham's readers would certainly have been familiar with both), an ideal of elegant, witty,
conversational prose emerges. Saviolo fashions his style to appeal to a readership which values that
kind of elegance.
Silver's title page (figure 3) prepares the reader for a much more argumentative text. The title,
Paradoxes of Defence, frames Silver's book as an important philosophical discussion rather than a
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pleasurable conversation. "Paradox" in the 16th century usually refers to a commonly held belief that is
actually wrong. This definition corresponds to the OED definition which reads: "A statement or tenet
contrary to received opinion or belief, esp. one that is difficult to believe." The word "paradox" could
also refer to a piece of prose or poetry which explores and explains an existing paradox (John Donne's
Paradoxes and Problems [1633] is an example of such a work). By titling his work Paradoxes of
Defence, Silver prepares his readers for an argumentative text which will prove something that they
will likely find difficult to believe.
Silver's use of enargeia answers Saviolo's use of and emphasis on sprezzatura. I would argue
that Silver deliberately rejects the language of courtiership characterized in Castiglione and prized by
the elite of London. He does not dwell on flattery, nor does he abase himself or his work. In short,
though he fulfills all the requirements which rank and convention dictate—he engages in the system of
patronage by acknowledging Essex in his dedication and he does not fail to address Essex as "your
Honour"—he does not stress courtly manners. Instead, he emphasizes logic and paralogic.
Silver's avoidance of courtly manners is part of an argument against foreign influence in
fencing. Italy was the birthplace of courtly manners; it was also the homeland of many of the foreign
fencing masters Silver writes against. Silver uses bold rhetorical devices rather than subtle manners in
his writing to emphasize his rejection of contemporary Italian influence. Obvious use of sprezzatura
would be akin to Silver using a rapier to defend himself—both originate in the courts and culture of
Italy.
Silver voices his distaste for the culture of Italy frequently. He writes, "we, like degenerate
sons, have lusted like men sick of a strange ague, after the vices and devices of Italian, French, and
Spanish Fencers" (sig. Aivv). Later he writes, again, "I verily think it my bounden duty, with all love
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and humility to admonish them [Englishmen] to take heed ... that they may by casting off these
Italienated, weak, fantastical, and most devilish and imperfect fights and by exercising of their own
ancient weapons be restored" (sig. Bir). Silver's abuse of his Italian contemporaries is part of an
argument substantially dependant on the concept of an ideal English man who is brave, strong, and,
above all, dedicated to his country. Silver seeks to convince his readers to reject contemporary Italian
influence in their swordsmanship and sets an example for them by excising all contemporary Italian
influence from his writing, relying, instead, on historically trustworthy techniques of argumentation
laid out by rhetoricians.
Silver's nationalism and his rhetorical argument were, evidently, good selling points for his
book. The book is summarized on the title page:
Wherein is proved the true grounds of fight to be in the short ancient weapons, and that the
short sword hath the advantage of the long sword or long rapier. And the weakness and
imperfection of the rapier fights displayed. Together with an admonition to the noble, ancient,
victorious, valiant, and most brave nation of Englishmen to beware of false teachers of
defence, (sig. Aiir)
Words like "proved" and "displayed" emphasize Silver's rhetorical approach. The word "displayed" is
particularly descriptive of Silver's style which depends, largely, on enargeia for its persuasive capacity.
Pender describes enargeia as "a palpable depiction that vividly brings before the eyes attributes,
actions, or actualities, and it has an irresistible, emotional gravity. By making the absent present," he
argues, "it plays strongly on the passions of the audience" ("Open Use"). Silver would have become
familiar with enargeia through the work of Quintilian and Cicero (Cicero advocates the same rhetorical
technique but calls it evidentid). In his Institutio Oratoria,Quintilian writes,
I make a complaint that a man has been murdered; shall I not bring before my eyes everything
that is likely to have happened when the murder occurred? Shall not the assassin suddenly sally
forth? Shall not the other tremble, cry out, supplicate or flee? Shall I not behold the one striking,
the other falling? Shall not the blood, and paleness, and last gasp of the expiring victim present
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itself fully to my mental view? Hence will result that DvDpyeia (enargeia), which is called by
Cicero "illustration" and "evidentness," which seems not so much to narrate as to exhibit, and
our feelings will be moved not less strongly than if we were actually present at the affairs of
which we are speaking. (6.2.31-32)

Silver follows Quintilian's advice closely. In his dedication, he combines the emotional impact of
enargeia with popular and familiar classical examples. He writes:
If that man were now alive, which beat the master for the scholars fault, because he had no
better instructed him, these Italian fencers could not escape his censure, who teach us offence,
not defence, and to fight, as Diogenes scholars were taught to dance, to bring their lives to an
end by art. Was Ajax a coward because he fought with a seven folded buckler, or are we mad to
go naked into the field to try our fortunes not our virtues? Was Achilles a run-away, who wore
that well tempered armour, or are we desperate, who care for nothing but to fight, and learn like
the Pigmies, to fight with bodkins, or weapons of like defence? Is it valour for a man to go
naked against his enemy? Why then did the Lacedamions punish him as desperate, whom they
rewarded for his valour with a laurel crown? (sig. Aivv-Avr)

Silver brings images of Ajax and Achilles before the eyes of his readers by describing Ajax's "seven
folded buckler" and Achilles' "well tempered armour." He makes these images even more compelling
by mixing them with a series of rhetorical questions. Puttenham praises the rhetorical question as "a
figure of argument and also of amplification" (170), which is exactly how Silver uses it here. Was Ajax
a coward, he asks; was Achilles a runaway? The obvious answer to these questions is, certainly not!
Achilles and Ajax are two of the most famous warriors from classical literature, well known for their
bravery. Silver chose these examples very carefully. Ajax and Achilles are not only famous for their
bravery, they are also famous for their armour. The armour of Achilles, made for him by the god
Hephaestus, is the subject of more than one hundred lines of the Iliad (18.478-608) and the shield of
Ajax is described as being "like a wall... of bronze and sevenfold oxhide" (7.210-20). These images,
rooted as they are in the classical tradition, would have had a powerful effect on Silver's readership.
The point these examples reinforce is that properly defending oneself is always important. By using
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these examples, Silver argues that, even if rapier fighters have developed an advanced system of attack
they have left themselves unguarded by not focusing at all on effective defence. The greatest warriors
of classical literature, Ajax and Achilles, who surpassed all others in fighting skill and bravery, did not
deem proper protection unnecessary. Why, then, Silver implies, should Englishmen disregard the full
example of these men and focus their attention only on offence?
Silver's description of the pygmies of Africa fighting with "bodkins" is another example of
enargeia, this time paired with a contemporary example. By referring to the pygmies, one of the
"enduring marvels" of the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries (Daston 17), Silver also
engages in the "language of wonder" a language which was not only popular but served the further
purpose of "attracting] the attention of wealthy patrons and lay readers who might find little to engage
them in volumes of more matter-of-fact prose" (Daston 149). By using this language, Silver places
himself in the popular discourse of wonder in the period. This discourse and the philosophical writing
which accompanied it "emphasized the power of human knowledge to transform the material world"
(Daston 164). Saviolo's Italian style of fencing, newly developed in this period, is founded in the belief
that the human mind, with the tools of science and mathematics, can improve upon traditional methods
of fighting. Silver, too, though he clothes his manual in the language of tradition, demonstrates the
ability to develop new strategies to cope with new situations. As Jackson notices, although Silver
continually calls his fellow Englishmen to recall their traditional fights, "The Brief Instructions teaches
a new and advanced technique, that of attack and defense with a single short, light sword" (283).
Silver's techniques in the Brief Instructions are boldly contemporary, detailing methods of defence for a
man with a short sword against a man with a long rapier, techniques which had not yet appeared in any
other manual.
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Silver uses enargeia again in this later section of his dedication where he writes:

For, your Honour well knows, that when battles are joined, and come to the charge, there is no
room for them to draw their birdspits, and when they have them, what can they do with them?
Can they pierce his corslet with the point? Can they unlace his helmet, unbuckle his armour,
hew asunder their pikes with a stoccatta, a reversa, a dritta, a stramason, or other such like
tempestuous terms? No these toys are fit for children, not for men, for straggling boys of the
camp to murder poultry, not for men of Honour to try the battle with their foes. (sig. Avv)
Silver could have merely stated that rapiers are not useful in battle. But he makes his point more
effective by presenting his reader with an image of a man with a rapier trying to use his "fence tricks"
against an armoured man with a pike. The absurdity of the image makes Silver's point far more
effectively than a mere statement would have.
Silver disregards many of the expectations demanded by manuals of courtly manners in his
dedicatory epistle. He does not excessively flatter his patron, he does not abase himself or his text, nor
does he frame it as a gift. Instead, he fills his dedication with colourful metaphors, references to
classical figures, and images of fighting pygmies. Silver's dedication does not follow the same
conventions as Saviolo's does. It does, however, capture the imagination of his readers. By using
enargeia, Silver "forces" his argument "on his reader's notice" (Quintilian 8.3.61). Puttenham writes
that "Figurative speech is a novelty of language ... giving ... ornament or efficacy by alterations" (132).
In the case of Silver's dedication, the devices he uses provide both. His metaphors and examples
decorate his text by making it far more than convention expects and, at the same time, they make his
argument more effective by capturing the imagination of his readers.
The writings of Cicero, Quintilian, Castiglione, and Puttenham certainly influenced the
structure of Silver's and Saviolo's arguments, but the style and tone of both authors are also tailored to
their sensibilities. Each author could interpret Cicero's urging "to vary and intersperse all our discourse
with brilliant touches both of thought and language" (De Oratore 3.52) differently. Puttenham writes,
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style is a constant and continual phrase or tenor of speaking and writing extending to the whole
tale or process of the poem or history, and not properly to any piece or member of the tale: but
is ... a certain contrived form and quality, many times natural to the writer, many times his
peculiar by election and art... this continual course and manner of writing or speech sheweth
the matter and disposition of the writers mind more than one or a few words can show. (123)
The function of style, then, is to demonstrate one's character, the "matter and disposition" of one's
mind, to the reader. However, as Puttenham reminds us, that representation is not completely natural; it
can also be the product of art, which means that the writer can carefully shape his style of writing to
present a self to his readers which would favourably incline them towards the writer. Saviolo chooses
to write in a style that features all the subtlety and grace of an ideal courtier; Silver's style is forceful,
argumentative, and logical—all characteristics of a good orator. Saviolo's style engages a strictly elite
readership who valued sprezzatura and courtly manners; Silver's style, like his choice of patron, makes
his manual acceptable to a larger reading audience, many of whom valued the components of a well
made argument over "artless art".
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CHAPTER 4 - MASCULINITY AND HONOUR

In early modern England, masculinity was something to which one aspired, rather than a quality
one inherently possessed because of one's sex. "Gender," Fletcher writes, "was not finally determined
at birth" (421). Rather, it was an ideal condition from which men could be disqualified through vice.
Similar ideas survive in our language today in colloquial phrases like "be a man." The dangers of such
vice "were portrayed in terms of a distinct hierarchy of descent from man, to woman, to beast"
(Shepard 29). The language used to discuss masculinity in this period reflected this gendered hierarchy
of descent—"effeminacy" was a danger for all men and could be avoided by embodying the ideals of
manhood. In antiquity a similar heirarchy existed. Cicero writes: "Courage has its precepts and its
rules, rules of constraining force, that forbid a man to show womanish weakness in pain" (De Finibus
2.94). Manhood, then, is achieved through masculine behaviour, through the enactment of courage and
other masculine virtues.
Thomas Elyot defined manhood in this way: "the natural perfection of man, [is that] he is fierce,
hardy, strong in opinion, covetous of glory, desirous of knowledge" (qtd. Fletcher 422). Fletcher points
out that, according to Elyot, a man is born with "courage, drive, energy, passion, [and] appetite" (422);
in an ideal man, these aspects will be in perfect balance. But these defining characteristics of manliness
are unstable. Shakespeare's Iago laments, "Preferment goes by letters and affection and not by the old
gradation, where each second stood heir to the first" {Othello 1.1). Iago mourns the disappearance of a
culture in which a man was defined by his actions. In the "old gradation," martial valour would have
proved a man's worth. Elyot, too, values the active capacities of ideal masculinity—"courage, drive,
energy, passion, and appetite" are all characteristics which provide impetus for action. These
characteristics are particularly valuable in a martial context.
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Silver and Saviolo appeal to this action-based conception of masculinity in their readers. Silver,
especially, founds his argument on his readers' conception of themselves as "men." He shapes his
argument around this idea by addressing his work to "the noble, ancient, victorious, valiant, and most
brave nation of Englishmen" (1). These descriptive terms define Silver's readers as men according to
Elyot's standards. By addressing them in this way, Silver recalls these ideals to his readership and urges
them to conform to those standards. The image of the ideal man he conjures is one who possesses all
the traits Elyot describes with a few, more specific, emphases. Silver's ideal man is, certainly, "fierce,
hardy, and strong in opinion," but the "glory" he covets is the glory of his country, and the
"knowledge" he desires is truth. In this passage from the beginning of Paradoxes, these emphases are
obvious.
I verily think it my bounden duty, with all love and humility to admonish [the nation of
Englishmen] to take heed, how they submit themselves into the hands of Italian teachers of
Defence or strangers whatsoever; and to beware how they forsake or suspect their own natural
fight, that they may by casting off these Italienated, weak, fantastical, and most devilish and
imperfect fights, and by exercising of their own ancient weapons, be restored, or achieve unto
their natural, and most manly and victorious fight again, the dint and force whereof many brave
nations have both felt and feared. (1-2)
An important word to notice here is "submit." Submission directly contradicts the victorious masculine
virtues of strength and courage. By characterizing their relationship to foreign fencing masters as
submissive, Silver suggests that they are undermining their own masculinity. The word "weak" in this
passage does much the same thing. Weakness was a female characteristic, directly opposed to the
strength of ideal masculinity. Weakness and submission are also directly opposed to the martial success
Silver expects in his readers. He describes their fight as "most manly and victorious," equating
manliness with martial achievement.
The other aspect of Elyot's masculinity which Silver makes more specific is the "desire for
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knowledge." For Silver, a man is not desirous of just any knowledge; he is, rather, passionately
desirous of discovering truth. "The mind of man," he writes, "a greedy hunter after truth, finding the
seeming truth but changing, not always one, but always diverse, forsakes the supposed, to find out the
assured certainty: and searching every where save where it should, meets with all save what it would"
(3). The mind of man is a greedy hunter after truth, he asserts. Thus his readers, as men, should be
greedy hunters after truth, a process which requires them to look further than the teachings of Italian
fencing masters. Silver suggests that his readers' inherent masculinity should inspire them to hunt for
truth and, at the same time, enable them to recognize the flaws in Italian fencing styles. In this passage
Silver, again, defines masculinity according to standards of martial success. He writes "But though we
often chop and change, turn and return, from ward to ward, from fight to fight, in this unconstant search
yet we never rest in any because we never find the truth" (sig. Aivr). For Silver, the defining "desire for
truth" in a man is understood in martial terms. But if "preferment goes by letters," as Iago suggests,
Silver's appeal to a nation of English men defined by their martial capacities loses much of its impetus.
Silver concedes the importance of letters by writing his manual but his language suggests that he would
much rather prove his point in a duel than in written argument.
Saviolo's definition of ideal masculinity is similar to Silver's. He writes, "For by the rule and
precept of this art men are taught by how much they are resolute in courage" (sig. Biiv). Saviolo, too,
defines men according to their martial skill, but he tempers his definition with aspects of a courtly ideal
of masculinity, an ideal that is largely performative and expects men to "show themselves" in a certain
light. He continues, "by so much the more to show themselves virtuous, humble, and modest both in

speech and action, and not to be liars, vanters, or quarrelers, for those which in this sort demean
themselves (notwithstanding their skill or courage) do commonly carry away wounds and dishonour,
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and sometimes death" (sig. Biiv). At first glance, Silver and Saviolo appear to be talking about the same
kind of man. Both use the words "virtue" and "courage" to describe men. However, for Saviolo a
masculinity which relies only on martial virtue is insufficient. Humility and modesty are also necessary
in order for a man to retain his honour.
Saviolo urges men to cultivate their gentler virtues. He writes,
It is fit for a man to consider his own estate, for if he be a gentleman born, he ought even for
that respect with great regard abstain from any act whatsoever, whereby his worthy calling may
be stained, he ought to embrace mildness and courtesy, as one that hath a heart of flesh, not of
stone, more inclined to clemency than to cruelty: to the end his conversation be acceptable, by
reason of his sweet and loving behaviour, he must also be in mind magnanimous, not base and
abject, as one ill born, and worse brought up: for so will he easily be discerned from that
rascal sort of loose minded companion, unfurnished of all ornaments beseeming a gentleman,
(sig. Piir)
For Saviolo, then, mild, courteous behaviour defines a man more than martial skill. According to
Saviolo, the "ornaments beseeming a gentleman" are acceptable conversation and sweet and loving
behaviour, not martial conquest. Men must, of course, be capable of defending themselves physically
(otherwise Saviolo would have no students) but, in this case, the defining characteristic of a man is his
ability to avoid physical confrontation by exercising his other virtues. A man performs his virtue
according to the situation in which he finds himself; different situations will require the performance of
different kinds of virtue. For example, when a man deals with men of a lower class, Saviolo advises
restraint. He writes, "A man of great calling and authority ought not to wrong any man of the meaner
sort, for there be many who, howbeit they be but poor and of no authority, yet they want neither valour
nor courage, and will rather die than take any injury" (sig. Qir). In this case, a man is defined by his
understanding of class differences and his ability to negotiate his own behaviour to match his
circumstances—namely, by his prudence and decorum.
Silver's martial definition of masculinity and Saviolo's performative definition are not mutually
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exclusive. Silver engages Saviolo's performative virtue by writing a well-argued manual instead of
killing Saviolo in a duel. Likewise, Saviolo does not exclude the necessity for the physical enactment
of virtue but rather demands that martial demonstrations be performed only in appropriate
circumstances. For Saviolo, a man is virtuous because of the way he "presents himself as humble and
modest. That same man is courageous because "he had rather die than not to have reason and
satisfaction for every word of prejudice and disgrace offered unto him" (sig. Biii1). These seemingly
contradictory terms are reconciled when we consider that a man is expected to act according to the
situation in which he finds himself—in some instances he must exercise restraint, in others martial
skill. Saviolo writes,
Nevertheless a man ought in all his actions to seek and endeavour to live in peace and good
agreement (as much as may be) with everyone: and especially he that is a Gentleman and
converseth with men of honourable quality, must above all others have a great regard to frame
his speech and answers with such respective reverence, that there never grow against him any
quarrel upon a foolish word or a froward answer, (sig. Biiv)
A man, then, according to Saviolo, must forcefully defend his honour ("rather die than ... not have
satisfaction") and yet must also appear to be mild-mannered and favourably inclined toward everyone.
His "virtuous man" avoids quarrels by avoiding situations in which he offends or is offended by others.
"Shun ... all occasions of quarrel," he writes, "and [do not] fight... except upon just cause of honour"
(sig. Biii1). The most important characteristic of a man, for Saviolo, is not his martial virtue but his
mastery of decorous behaviour. His focus should be on "fram[ing] his speech and manners with ...
respective reverence" not on presenting and defending the truth.

"Of honour and honourable quarrels"
Honour means much the same thing today as it did in the sixteenth century. However, where
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honour holds a primarily symbolic and insubstantial place in our culture, a person's honour was of
paramount importance in the sixteenth century. For the purposes of this discussion, when I use the
word "honour" I will be referring to this definition (one of eight found in the OED):
High respect, esteem, or reverence, accorded to exalted worth or rank; deferential admiration or
approbation, as felt or entertained in the mind for some person or thing. As received, gained,
held, or enjoyed: Glory, renown, fame; credit, reputation, good name. The opposite of
dishonour, disgrace, ("honour, honor")
Honour was tied to the concept of the ideal man in the sixteenth century. A man was, above all,
concerned with cultivating and defending his honour. Both Silver and Saviolo conceive of honour as I
have described it above—"glory, renown, fame; credit, reputation, good name." For both men, honour
is inextricably bound up in the web of rules surrounding masculine conduct. "Men of honour" (Silver
sig. Avv), "gentlemen of honour and account" (Saviolo sig. Biv), and "men of honourable quality"
(Saviolo sig. Biiv) are defined as such by their words and actions. Though honour itself is conceptual,
the defence and cultivation of it in the sixteenth century was carried out performatively. Essex sought
to demonstrate his honour at war and on the tournament field, Saviolo strives to teach men how to
defend their honour through courtesy and restraint, and Silver seeks to defend his honour, and the
"honour of [his] English nation" (sig. Aivv), in a physical test of his skills when he assures Essex that
he is "at all times ready to make it good in what manner, and against what man soever it shall stand
with your Lordship's good liking to appoint" (sig. Aviv).
Silver and Saviolo agree on the importance of the duel; in both manuals issues of honour are
expected to be resolved in duels. Similarly, both men agree that it is a waste for men to be killed in
senseless duels. Saviolo summarizes the matter clearly in his address to the reader: "I have seen ... great
quarrels springing from small causes, and many men slain upon light occasions" (sig. Biiv). Silver
writes in the same vein, "to this desire ... I was also moved, that by it [his book] I might remove the
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great loss of our English gallants" (sig. Aivv). Both men attempt to resolve this problem, but the duel
itself plays opposite roles in their solutions. Saviolo proposes that the number of men slain in duels can
be greatly reduced if men are properly educated in the rituals of duelling. "[I]t were a great shame for
one of noble offspring," he writes,
not to be able to ... discourse of the causes of combats, not to know how to discern the nature
and quality of words and accidents which induce men to challenges ... not to have so much
experience in these affairs, as to accord the parties challenging and challenged, bringing them
from their hostile threats to loving embraces ... all causes of discontent being taken away on
either side. (sig. Pir)
Though Saviolo admits that there are situations in which a physical defence of honour is necessary ("if
the injury be such, that either murder be committed by treachery, or rape, or such like villanies, then is
it necessary to proceed in revenging it" [sig. Piv]), he argues that, in most cases, words can do what
swords cannot, that is, remove all cause of fighting. Saviolo trusts in the effectiveness of courtly
manners to overcome men's baser instincts for violence. He urges his readers,
many think that an injury being offered in deed or word, they may not with their credits be
taken up before they have fought, not regarding if they be injured indeed, that they ought first to
examine what he is that hath done it, and upon what occasion he might do it: if in word, what
quality the person is that spake injuriously, and whether he deserve an answer or no. For a man
being carried away with choler or wine, may chance to utter that, for which (his fury being past)
he will be willing to make any satisfaction: wherefore it were fondly done by him that would
fight upon every word. Neither can I be induced to think, that there is any injury (which is not
accompanied with villany) for which with due satisfaction, all cause of fighting may not be
taken away. (sig. Piv)

Once again, Saviolo insists that a man is defined by his ability to act appropriately in a given situation,
by his prudence and decorum, rather than by his ability to defeat an opponent who has insulted him. He
must ask himself about the "quality" of the person who has insulted him and the context of the insult.
Was the man drunk? Was he upset by some other event? After taking all these circumstances into
consideration a man must then judge appropriate action. In some cases—when "villany" is involved—
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the appropriate action will be to duel but, more often, it will be more appropriate to resolve the
disagreement with words rather than swords.
For Saviolo, then, the duel is a last resort to be used only when eloquence has failed. Javitch
writes that "one of the functions of game-playing at court is to absorb and disarm the destructive threat
of competitive drives. At the same time, however, the controlling circumstances, the rules that govern
courtly games, teach the participants to moderate their aggressive impulses in the way deemed
desirable when they are not at play" (33). Saviolo's treatment of duelling in the passage above bears a
striking resemblance to Javitch's description of courtly games. Just as competitive urges are controlled
and disarmed by the rules of a game, Saviolo seeks to control and disarm the violent inclinations of
men about to fight by laying out rules of conduct to govern their actions and their words.
Silver, on the other hand, treats the duel as the ideal way to resolve a conflict of interest. He
believes that a man's virtue is synonymous with his physical prowess on the battlefield. Thus, he
proposes that lives can be saved if men are taught how to fight properly. The problem lies, he argues, in
"these imperfect fights, wherein none undertake combat, be his cause never so good, his cunning never
so much, his strength and agility never so great, but his virtue was tied to fortune" (sig. Aivv). Virtue,
Silver insists, should not be "tied to fortune" but should be reflected in a man's fighting skill. Ideally,
both men in a duel would be skilled fighters, and the winner would have his side of the argument
justified by God. In this ideal duel, virtue and fighting skill are synonymous. The winner would,
naturally, be the more virtuous man. Silver's frustration emerges because this kind of balanced combat
cannot occur when fighting men do not know how to defend themselves. Rather than impartially
revealing the virtue of the combatants, he implies, duels "in the Italian manner" are nothing but games
of chance which have nothing to do with the virtue of the competitors.
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"Most manly fight"

Though physical fighting does not seem to ally itself with humanist concerns, there is a long
history of fencing metaphors in rhetorical writing. Cicero himself writes,
then finally our orator must be shaped in regard to both his words and his thoughts in the
same way as persons whose business is the handling weapons are trained in style, so that
just as people who practice fencing or boxing think that they must give consideration not
only to avoiding and striking blows but also to grace of movement, similarly he may aim on
the one hand at neatness of structure and grace in his employment of words and on the other
hand impressiveness in expressing his thoughts. (De Oratore 3.52)
Since Silver was both a soldier and a humanist his straightforward desire to resolve his disagreement
with Saviolo physically is not surprising. In fact, his desire to display the truth to his readers is well
aligned with the enargeia he uses in his manual—what better way for him to prove his point than to,
literally, bring it before the eyes of his readers in a physical demonstration? Saviolo, on the other hand,
catered to a readership of courtiers and the elite who valued restraint, courtesy, and eloquence. A duel
over a difference in fighting styles would contradict his definition of a man as one who only fights
when it is absolutely necessary. Silver acts as he believes a man should by challenging Saviolo to a
duel but their different understandings of masculinity meant that a duel between them could never take
place. Silver recounts,
my brother Toby Silver and my self, made challenge against them both [Saviolo and Bonetti], to
play with them ... at the Bell Savage upon the Scaffold ... Many gentlemen of good account
carried ... the bills of challenge unto them, telling them that now the Silvers were at the place
appointed, with all their weapons, looking for them ... Do the Gentlemen what they could, these
gallants would not come to the place of trial. (66-7)
Silver conjectures that they did not come because they were afraid. However, if we are to take Saviolo's
own writings on duelling literally, we can conclude that he did not consider himself sufficiently injured
to answer Silver's challenge with his sword. His manly restraint and Silver's manly fight were
ultimately irreconcilable.
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CONCLUSION

Ornament is central to Silver's Paradoxes and Saviolo's Practice. In both manuals, rhetorical
devices serve to decorate the text and to enhance the effectiveness of the author's argument. For
Saviolo, ornament takes the form of sprezzatura, courtly manners, and literary conventions. He follows
the rules of courtly etiquette to the last detail, presenting his book as an addition to Castiglione's
pleasant, witty-conversation-over-dinner about how a courtier should act. Presenting his manual in this
way ensures, "accidentally" of course, that his readers see him as a perfect example of courtly virtue.
For Silver, ornament takes the form of enargeia. Using metaphor and artfully constructed argument, he
follows the advice of Cicero and Quintilian, presenting his book as a continuation of rhetorical
tradition. But his concern is largely with practice.
Silver's and Saviolo's styles evidence their variegated epistemologies. Sprezzatura emphasizes
Saviolo's concern for status and appearance; he performs his status through 'artless grace' and courtly
manners, and he urges his readership to emulate his concern for decorum. Likewise, enargeia points to
Silver's concern with practice; he performs his practical approach for his readers by "bringing before
their eyes" images that "prove" and "display" the truth of his argument.
Silver and Saviolo both demonstrate humanist tendencies in their writing—particularly an
emphasis on the importance of eloquence. However, eloquence takes a different form in each manual.
Silver uses eloquence in the form of enargeia, presenting his argument visually: in Essex's coat of
arms, in his colourful chameleon metaphor, in the examples of Ajax and Achilles, and, finally, in the
challenge to Saviolo. Saviolo uses eloquence in the form of sprezzatura, presenting his argument in
accordance with the dictates of courtly manners. In his dedicatory epistle and address to the reader, he
presents himself as an example of courtly virtue. He follows through on that example by refusing to
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engage Silver in a duel.
Puttenham writes, "Wherefore the chief praise and cunning of our poet is in the discreet using
of his figures, as the skillful painter's is in the good conveyance of his colours and shadowing traits of
his pencil, with a delectable variety, by all measure and just proportion, and in places most aptly to be
bestowed" (215). According to Puttenham, decorum—"the knowledge of opportunity of things to be
done or spoken, in appointing and setting them in time or place to them convenient and proper" (qtd.
"Open Use" Pender 387)—is the governing factor in choosing the style and placement of rhetorical
devices. Since there cannot be a specific set of rules for behaviour in every possible context, authors
must rely on their own judgement in the selection and placement of rhetorical devices. Silver and
Saviolo take full advantage of this freedom, selecting and shaping rhetorical devices which are
appropriately founded in humanist ideals yet diverse enough to support variegated use.
Despite Saviolo's unusual insistence that "the first princes and patrons of people did obtain their
titles and dominions by force of arms and that afterwards learning and virtue did ... grow and succeed
for the making and establishing of good orders, customs and laws amongst them" (sig. Bir), the
existence of these two manuals proves the importance of rhetoric for establishing a place in the world
for fencing. As Puttenham insists, poets and not fighters were "the first lawmakers to the people and
the first politicians devising all expedient means for the establishment of the commonwealth, to hold
and contain the people in order and duty by force and virtue of good and wholesome laws, made for the
preservation of the public peace and tranquility" (5). Silver and Saviolo strive to establish reputations
for themselves through these manuals but, in a larger sense, their arguments shape a place in the world

for fencing itself. In an established state where "preferment goes by letters" the importance of martial
skill loses its significance. These manuals strive to secure a place for fencing—Silver's by appealing to
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a tradition of masculine virtue as defined by the martial, Saviolo's by striving to incorporate fencing
into the rules surrounding courtly conduct.
Silver's Paradoxes and Saviolo's Practice are two examples of a wide variety of manuals from
the period. Early modern readers engaged similar texts on any number of other subjects. Such manuals
were intended to instruct readers but, since they provide people with guidelines for behaviour, they are
also examples of rhetoric shaping society. As such, these manuals provide an important glimpse into
early modern life. These manuals allow Silver and Saviolo to become the "lawmakers and politicians
of the commonwealth," creating and enacting, through rhetoric, rules of conduct for early modern
fencers.
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APPENDIX A - SAVIOLO'S PREFATORY MATERIAL
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APPENDIX B - SILVER'S PREFATORY MATERIAL
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AN ADMONITION
TO THE NOBLB, ANCIENT,
VICTORIOVS, V A L I A N T , AND
M 0 $ f BftAVl MAftOK O f
iKatifttttiH*

Mmrgt Sihrn fctttitsg the fetktit i
knowledge ofall mancr ofwtapos,
andbcingcxpcri&cdin all miner
, erf" igbt» * thereby percduinedic
great abifes by the/*#//«» Tea«
, chers of Ofewe <§©n* ?n*o thenjt
&lf« tsfefatsaws they haas bwmght
than ioto.j»a»«f«fere«rfraet€ucoofpSti«of&dr moil
lamentable wounds ®dfeatht«»s&sw I w t % thiols*
ft my botindtatt Artie, « * i f lows anilfcutwlkSetoa4»
nronAti them: to take. k e d 4 how dbcy fubraic them*
fclucs i«w the tiandsof«*&»teachers of Defence, or
Axaongprs wbatfoeuer j ««d tobewaie how they fetfais
ofitfpcd their ©w« natiindl f^tthattbeymtyby
aftftigoifof tttefe IoS.ianaiwdlwe«tesft»aftica}l, mi
» o i iiwAtfh mi inyofeft fights t ami Iqr atcieifeg of their <wme a«iewt weapons • be iclwed»or
awSicw wn»|h€irMtK,a1j>att«l moft annlfwidwSoriousfightagime 5tbc dfot and force whereof nmnic

B
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lefciiatioB* ftp* tefcftfc andfaidl, Onpfaiqjb»cn haise mightily preuailcd agafoi them, as alio a|tioiMkii|ff 'ofPifewe bothtoSehooJcs and eountries ,thath««t^fi%|»«tlSfciM4'vpott SchooSettjlte and ittjjtag |a«EfaM#..» wlkreby It |rcw t»a
iRftc«f»I#tili(iig W«©utofhif fence tricks with.
fooddfo^eii^'fewes^wii mak hWforgcchis
fence tricks I wMwarramlum. I jpedkenotagainft
MaiicrsofEtefciKiiii&«d, theyaret# be honoured,
nor agiirift tie Science»«is nobfe* mi in mine o p » »
«>lwprefe(f«dnwttoDltii«ti«i Coras THumkmftefemerisifeefold*fe»n»fceUiftdtltedlHcl.fodothiWf
ndbfc Seleoeedefosd the bodie from wounds & fiattgh*
ler. AftJcw«w»ticr»ife»«Krd.(ift|of weapons pwttetl*.
away schtejfffcfojjJwiJifttfeSjit IrKMFcafetK ftttngri*,
and .Ctepiseththeifits WM gitieili a perfeift itidgemeiw,
it expeieth BsdpdWy »clol«ias« >aad««l eooecit%
itiwe^OEh * mail » bieatfi,, peffccl health f *mi
lotigifis. ItlffwtdhiffltlisitbtiirtiepcrfeAionitltere«f,amrfi^»Jf»rfoo«fertabfc«»KJpat»ioii. when
IK is alone, hating bat«% Us weapon about bun ,it
putted* M«w««t0Fallfe«,Slittrfw5 wanes and placet
ofmod d»§cf irroakth & attKMjjhardtc* and vaKattt.
Andforas mochas thkndbk and saoft mtghtie flatten of EB|l!fliBMn^frfa;irg«Mltiaipre% arcalwayes
B»fti«Mjin^wariecR!Aitoi$3Esea% tocbwlflfa &pro•e&ftrlgws yet tl»tdw>ii|htli«itfwdoatBpestiiey
mo«bf toan|e«orSfc teachers may be deed*
we4o«eeapafae I am moft htmbly to adroomft th€»or
'fiidNf Chtffodto themfelijes adiipditisn ew defiret©
ftran-

Jtatngers fhali ealtvpon Aein tocoroctilthcr t© tcadb
thatfirfts beforerfwyI«amc ofthen^ tliewaufc aftTmcient triall of them to bt m*Mts*mb&mst the cxcelkticie
.©fthcitikille filch as thef f*af«^€w«#,i^ trialt to
b«««f«^|«itt&rsaiw#lfc,cutii fuchas I o f .ftjjip
«vo«W beconrcsstcd wkball?if I ilip«W take mm mc ip
. go in their coumrtc to teach thdf natlcw* tofeglu.And
0m isihciriall«h«f ftallplay wiAfichweapasasibsy -f j ^ w * *
* | M X « with tfafee wsMIfwl taliap «%a»d tleneeboiflEs

%"ST^tjt
»|*«*ce wiili .dbmidNiitf awn WHrtfflteTbenif&yi^^^Si^j,
cm iefeidtiiifclitia a p i n l theft tmmeu ofBcfcuce,
and hucc«ai|dj»»freenrann die teft^then^tretheyto be
hoiiotcJjcteilfced*^ alkwwadl f«rp«rj©ft good teachera, whutxmmwf mm(<Q®mt they bes tat ifefaoie
ofthefe they take foifet, then afettey Impeffeftin
fhctr profcffiort , theirfightt$ ftffi^k thejr are falfe tea*
chet$,decetuet$ and itittttJwteRjaod to be pwilllwdaccodtogly^ewio worfe ptiaiiM»cntw» theiwlwiittj
dwilkhas io their trial! t i x j ftatlfM*
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